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1 INTRODUCTION
In 2020 European petroleum companies flocked behind a promise to undertake a fundamental green
transition to net zero carbon emissions by 2050, running parallel with the EU’s politically proclaimed
“Green Deal”. But is it too good to be true?
The reactions from green circles have been critical. From their point of view, the greening of the
petroleum industry can hardly be more than greenwashing, allowing it to continue the petroleum
business behind a green facade. The following statement from William Todts, executive director at
Transport and Environment (T&E), a green campaign group, is illustrative:
The oil industry’s PR game has improved but there’s nothing new about their proposals which
in reality are about perpetuating Europe’s addiction to oil imports (Simon 2020).
And facts proved their suspicion. Despite the commitment to net zero emissions, the petroleum
industry remains solidly petroleum-focused for the foreseeable future. The revenue streams of
European petroleum majors are still deeply oil and gas dependent, their organization mostly still
tailored to petroleum and they retain massive assets in the petroleum value chain.
One can indeed find support for the greens’ sceptical views in well-known perspectives on innovation,
such as Schumpeter’s “creative destruction”, or Christensen’s “disruptive innovation”. Both
perspectives indicate that the petroleum industry will likely stay on its fossil fuel course as long as
there is money to be made, and follow the ‘fossil era’ into history as it is overtaken by novel disruptive
green technologies spearheaded by new disruptor firms.
However, a more deeply fine-grained analysis of the industry’s resources and capabilities allows for a
more optimistic interpretation. The European petroleum majors all have high technical competencies
that may potentially be applied beyond petroleum. They also have advanced managerial capabilities
that can be deployed elsewhere.
And there are also theoretical perspectives that could support a green transition trajectory of
petroleum industry. It is enough to mention O’Reilly and Tuschman’s (2004) ambidexterity argument,
pointing out how organizations may incorporate contradictory logics under managed transformation;
or James March’s (1991) perspective on “Exploration and Exploitation” that points in the same
direction. If only some of the vast assets of petroleum industry were deployed in a ‘green’ direction
serious transformation could indeed follow. As our study will show, their complex value chain of
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upstream, midstream and downstream operations contains multiple anchors for potential new green
business models. Furthermore, the petroleum majors have financial resources that can be utilised for
industrial transition through mergers and acquisitions.

1.1 DOES IT MAKE SENSE?
While the capacity and willingness of the European petroleum industry to undertake a green transition
is debated, does it make sense from a societal point of view? Will it bring down CO2 emissions, and
save Europe and the world from global warming? Here again, there are serious questions to be asked.
By driving European companies out of petroleum, would one not just add petroleum reserves to other
actors – actors who go under the ‘eco-radar’ of green CSOs – and will go on providing petroleum as
long as it is in demand? Alternatively, will petroleum resources be sold on to companies with home
offices outside Europe, where climate activism is less pronounced? In both cases the “fossil age” will
continue. In other words, should one not start by curtailing demand for petroleum, and then let
demand steer the phasing out of petroleum, rather than shifting ownership out of Europe and brand
sensitive corporations while exploration and production continues like before?

1.2 OUR APPROACH
This article throws light on the issues outlined above by exploring the greening of the European
petroleum industry in the 21st century. Through an analysis of climate related business strategies it
studies how the industry has moved from green profiling within a petroleum-compatible business
model, to launching green strategic visions beyond the petroleum age.
More specifically, it explores how greening strategies may be anchored in several parts of the complex
petroleum-industrial value chain. And it shows how various companies have taken different
approaches, depending on their resources and capabilities.
But our analysis moves beyond visions and strategic rhetoric and also examines industrial practices,
in terms of investment patterns, revenue streams, and CO2 emissions. This allows us to discuss the
relation between professed ideals and practiced realities. We therefore also return to the discussion
of whether green transformation of the petroleum industry makes sense without curtailing petroleum
demand.
The main empirical focus is on the five largest European petroleum companies through the first two
decades of the 21st century, and investigates the development of their strategic, as well as their
operative responses. Two Nordic green front runners have been included to illustrate options for
radical change.
The choice of Europe allows us to study corporate climate strategies in a region with an advanced
climate policy, and where petroleum industry is most challenged to go green. The EU has placed a new
Green Deal policy centre stage, and the fact that petroleum contributes close to 60% of global CO2
emissions makes this industry a prime target for a green transition. Furthermore, as a region with little
domestic petroleum resources, Europe also has an industrial policy motivation to exit petroleum. A
European green deal would replace petroleum, largely imported, with domestic renewables, and
would thus not only reduce global warming but also decrease import dependency.
This study combines qualitative and quantitative approaches. The review of corporate climate strategy
is based on a textual analysis of top managements’ letters to shareholders in annual reports from 2000
to 2020, supplemented with other top level communication. The analysis of annual reports over a 20
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year period combined with the complexity of qualitative text analysis has made it necessary to limit
the scope of the study and is another reason for our European focus. The analysis of industrial practice
is based on quantitative data from annual reports, combined with available statistical information
from open sources.

2 SCRIPT ANALYSIS AND BUSINESS MODELLING AS HEURISTIC TOOLS
2.1 SCRIPT ANALYSIS
In our exploration of the petroleum industry’s climate strategies we make use of script analysis as a
heuristic tool. By “script” we here refer to the vision and story that contains the “set of beliefs about
the business and how it works” (Krausz 1993.). It lays out what the business is all about and defines
legitimate expectations of the organization. In other words, the scripting perspective sensitizes us to
how the petroleum industry’s climate strategies are integrated into the wider self-perception of
individual firms and their top management and how they align green strategic repositioning with
visionary and motivational communication in order to mobilize acceptance and support from internal
and external stakeholders.
Multilevel Nested
Organizational scripts are nested, as they embrace lower level subscripts pertaining to divisions or
other subunits. And they relate to higher level superscripts connecting them to the industry of
which the organization is a part. The scripting perspective thus sensitises us to the fact that
transitory change, such as the greening of the petroleum industry, necessitates adjustment on
different levels (individual, firm, industry,) where the script serves to adjust ‘lower level’ or
‘parametric’ change, to compatibility with ‘higher level’ or ‘architectural’ change.
A Model of Sequential Transition
Of particular relevance to green petro-industrial transition, is an application of script analysis to a
theory of organizational innovation by Bart Nooteboom (1999) that highlights the dynamics of script
evolution. This is a process-model, where scripts emerge, consolidate and subsequently disrupt,
thereby capturing the scripting dynamics in a cycle theory of integration or streamlining practice at
one stage, and disintegration or opening up of a variety of practice at another (figure 1).

Figure 1
Cycle of Learning (consolidation and dissolution of organizational script)
Source: Nooteboom (1999)
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In this model the consolidation of a script emerges, as novel, recently invented, scripts surface in the
wake of the breakup of old ones. In the beginning they are indeterminate; however, as a dominant
design emerges, generalization takes place as the script is applied in novel contexts. At this stage the
dominant design is strengthened, and rolled out to new areas and with increased economies of scale.
And subsequently, differentiation occurs as the script is applied in, and adapted to, diverse contexts,
The transition cycle ends with Reciprocation and Accommodation as anomalies and misfits accumulate,
and the script must open up to diversity. The boundaries of the script’s potential then become visible,
and the need for revision stands out. The stage is thus set for a new move towards consolidation and
a fresh round of the transition cycle.
In this perspective, the petroleum industry’s response to climate change can be seen as adjusting to
new contextual challenges by gradually cracking open its traditional petro-industrial script through
novel sub-scripts, and by individual firms gradually ‘rescripting’ themselves as green actors. While the
early stages of greening allows the new scripts to co-exist as subscripts within the overarching petroindustrial architectural script, the later stages of radical greening also sets up the architectural script
for change.

2.2 THE BUSINESS MODEL
The business model perspective (Teece 2010, Zott and Amit 2010) supplements the scripting analysis
by focusing on how scripts crystallize into operative commercial practice. By exploring the implications
of novel scripts for customers, markets, and product development, and how the model can be backed
by organizational capabilities, it distils the potential of novel scripts down to their commercial essence.
Business modelling therefore brings in how new scripts for green transition involve changes in coststructure and revenue streams as well as shifts in value propositions to customers.
Radical transitions ultimately involve change in architectural scripts with following alteration of
clusters of business models, involving core activities and industrial networks of which the petroleum
company was a part. This typically involves tapping into novel resources and supply channels, in
addition to redefining revenue streams and customer value.
However, our study shows that transformative change does not necessarily come by holistic strategic
design, but may also arise bottom up, through emerging business practice in a part of the organization.
Yet over time, this may subsequently influences the architectural script, and stimulate
transformational change.

3 THE TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURAL SCRIPT OF PETROLEUM
The petro- industrial “architectural script” frames and delineates one of the major industrial clusters
of the 20th century, such that now the oil and gas drilling sector alone makes up around 3.8% of the
global economy (Investopedia 2021). Petroleum industry encompasses a complex value chain of
upstream, midstream and downstream operations (figure 2) each with their own operational
peculiarities, organizational subscripts and financial flows.
The upstream segment, consisting of exploration, development, and production of oil and gas, is
characterized by high risks, and high capital and technology intensity. It includes a variety of
exploration methods varying from offshore to onshore, from conventional drilling to unconventional
shale oil and gas extraction. Projects are long term. And development and production can last up to
40 years or beyond, following the discovery of petroleum resources.
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The midstream segment of the oil and gas business concentrates on the processing, transportation,
and storage of crude oil and natural gas. In most cases, oil and gas reserves are not situated in the
same geographic location as refining assets and major consumption regions, and transportation is
therefore a big part of midstream activities, involving trucking fleets, tanker ships, and rail cars, as well
pipelines, especially for gas. This segment carries lower capital risk than exploration and production
but is marked by high regulation, particularly on pipeline transmission.

Figure 2
The Traditional Architectural Script of the Petroleum Majors2
At the end of the petroleum value chain, the downstream segment of the oil and gas industry includes
the refining of crude oil into consumable products and the marketing of these products to commercial
or retail end users. Refining comes with high economic and technological complexity, where crude oil
is selectively reconfigured into new products such as fuels and lubricants for automotive, ship, and
aircraft engines, fuel oil for heating, and fuel oil for power generation, asphalt and propane. Refined
by-products can also be used in petrochemical processes to form materials such as plastics and foams.
The refined products are subsequently sold on to end customers through retailing. This takes place
directly to end customers, through branded petrol, diesel, and heating oil as well as to wholesale
customers such as airlines, utilities and chemical plants, which generally take delivery from a refiner
in large quantities directly into their storage tanks.

2

Building on presentations of petroleum industry in ENI’s annual reports.
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The European petroleum majors started out the 21st century with the basic petro-industrial
architectural script as a strategic focus and a core anchor for their activity. This comes across in several
vision statements and top management messages.
Shell, for instance, started the millennium with strategic reference to the core architectural script,
while flagging performance excellence both in the upstream exploration and production, and in the
downstream refining and marketing segments. This was clearly reflected in their “vision” in the 2005
annual report (Shell 2005):
The objectives of the Shell Group are to engage efficiently, responsibly and profitably in oil, oil
products, gas, chemicals and other selected businesses and to participate in the search for and
development of other sources of energy to meet evolving customer needs and the world’s
growing demand for energy.
We believe that oil and gas will be integral to the global energy needs for economic
development for many decades to come. Our role is to ensure that we extract and deliver them
profitably and in environmentally and socially responsible ways.
We seek a high standard of performance, maintaining a strong long-term and growing position
in the competitive environments in which we choose to operate.
Another example is Total which proclaimed similar anchoring in the broad petro-industrial script,
accompanied by growth strategies across the board (Total 2006), to:
•
•

•

grow its hydrocarbon exploration and production activities throughout the world, and
strengthen its position as one of the global leaders in the natural gas and LNG markets;
develop and adapt its refining system and consolidate its position in the marketing
segment in Europe, while expanding its positions in the Mediterranean basin, the African
and the Asian markets;
grow its petrochemicals business, particularly in Asia and the Middle East, while improving
the competitiveness of its operations in mature areas

Adherence to the grand architectural script is also signalled by the Norwegian national oil company –
Equinor (formerly Statoil):
But we are more than the NCS (Norwegian Continental Shelf). We have moved into promising
petroleum provinces world-wide. Strong positions have been established in the global oil
market, the European gas market and the retail sectors in Scandinavia, Ireland, Poland, and
the Baltic states. We have become a valuable brand. …
We will deliver what we promise. That means a focus on efficiency and profitability. On capital
discipline. On new commercial opportunities, at home and abroad. (Statoil 2000 CEO letter)
The strategic ambition of European oil-majors at the turn of the millennium was, in essence, clearly to
integrate the value chain, expanding efficient exploration, production, refining and retailing of
hydrocarbons. International oil companies such as Shell, BP, Total and Eni all benefitted from access
to petroleum resources in former colonies. Statoil emerged primarily as a vehicle to exploit Norwegian
offshore resources. However, they all shared ambitions to extend and control the integrated value
chain through the upstream, midstream and downstream segments, and to develop scale and scope
for synergies and efficient operation.
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3.1 MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS THAT CONFIRMED THIS PATTERN
Major mergers at the turn of the century cemented the petro-industrial architectural design. To
mention just a couple:
The British Petroleum merger with Amoco in December 1998, consolidated the integrated petroleum
company in one of the largest mergers to date. The new entity became the 3rd petroleum worldwide
company in terms of turnover and hydrocarbon reserves but the merger also included midstream and
downstream operations (Corlay and Huby 1999).
Total’s merger with Belgian PetroFIna, and subsequently with Elf represented another set of megamergers to consolidate the petro-industrial architecture. The merger with Petrofina allowed Total to
increase its hydrocarbon production by 30 % and its reserves by 20 %. And brought benefit from
synergies in The North Sea and in Angola, where both companies were present. Furthermore,
Petrofina brought in its experience in deep offshore operations in Angola and in the Gulf of Mexico
(Total 2012). The merger with Petrofina was complemented in early 2000, when Total acquired control
of Elf Aquitaine, France’s second petroleum company, thereby increasing its scale and scope even
further.
As yet another example of mergers and acquisitions confirming the petro-industrial architectural
script, the Italian company, ENI, targeted the midsized market, buying British Borneo in 2000 and
Lasmo in 2001. The two U.K.-based companies helped strengthen ENI's geographic spread, boosting
its exploration and production interests in the North Sea, while also boosting operations in South
America and the Asian Pacific (Fundinguniverse nd)
Following on from the UK mergers, in 2002, ENI acquired full control of Italgas, the leading gas
distributor in Italy, to shore up its gas business ahead of the opening of the EU countries' gas markets.
And with the purchase of 50 percent of the gas operations of Spain's Union Fenosa, ENI positioned
itself in the larger European market (Fundinguniverse nd).
These mergers were made to gain synergies, scale and scope in a steadily consolidating petroleum
market. However, they were also driven by a desire for presence in the whole chain, which
characterized petro-industrial strategizing at the time, reflecting the risk minimising philosophy of
spreading your eggs in several baskets.

4 CLEAN PETROLEUM:
PETROLEUM SCRIPT

ACCOMMODATING CLIMATE INTO THE

Throughout the second decade of the 21st century, the petroleum industry – and its traditional
architectural script – has come under increasing strain. The pressure for taking fossil fuels out of the
economy has trickled down from an increasingly sustainability focused European environment,
starting with the EU Commission. The EU has stepped up its climate agenda over recent decades,
consolidating its role as a climate front-runner and exerting mounting pressure on fossil-based
industries to change and lower CO2 emissions. The Commission reflects attitudes from many of the oil
& gas industries’ core stakeholders, including political parties and civil society organizations, public
regulators, investors, customers and suppliers. These moves are strengthened by the availability of a
new generation of green energy suppliers gaining competitive momentum.
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The response from the European petroleum industry came in terms of a clean petroleum agenda. It
emerged as a petroleum-compatible subscript, adjusted for the specific resources of particular
companies. As announced in the annual reports of the European petroleum majors, this included
decreasing flaring, reducing methane, and increasing the relative weight of gas in the portfolio in
order shrink CO2 levels. It also included adding on biofuel, carbon capture and sequestration, as well
as appending minor engagement in renewables like wind and solar to the portfolio (figure 3).

Figure 3
The Clean Petroleum Script
Large parts of the clean petroleum script were compatible with the petro-industrial architecture, in so
far as these changes were supposed to adjust it to lower CO2 emissions without attacking its petroindustrial core. The parts that pointed in an alternative direction, such as renewables and biofuel,
were kept at a low level and barely affected the core business.
To take ENI as an example, the Chair’s/CEO’s letter to the shareholders in 2014 flagged reduction of
flaring as a major initiative to green their petroleum production:
In the future, we will pursue ambitious targets, especially in reducing greenhouse gas
emissions where we are planning for a 50% reduction in gas flaring in the next four years and
for optimizing water reuse.
In the 2017 letter, the targets for the reduction of flaring were stepped up and methane emissions are
added:
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In the upstream business, we have designed initiatives to achieve the ambitious 2025 targets
of zero flaring gas, corresponding to a reduction of 43% from 2014 baseline of the emissions
per barrel produced and 80% of the fugitive emissions of methane.
In the same letter ENI also announced increased focus on biofuels:
The strategic levers will be the growth in the bio-fuels, with the completion of the green
refinery in Gela by the end of 2018 and the upgrade of the green refinery in Venice, as well as
the further development of “differentiated products” and the biochemicals in Versalis.
The move into non-fossil feedstock could, in principle, entail a more radical break with the petroindustrial script, but the very limited volumes made this into a fairly insignificant side stream.
Like ENI, Shell also bought in to the ‘clean petroleum’ agenda through engagement in biofuels and
carbon capture and storage.
For a long time these engagements were still at the R&D level, with little direct effect on main
industrial practice, but throughout the 2010s it was gradually materializing into a small industrial side
stream at Shell. The biofuel strategy, for instance, resulted in a joint venture with Petrobraz in Brazil:
In Brazil our Raízen biofuels joint venture is making good progress. In its first full year of
operation, the venture made a notable contribution to Downstream earnings (CEO review AR
2012)
The plans to engage in carbon capture and storage were implemented in Canada to promote
petroleum extraction from oil sands while dealing with its global warming effects:
Facilities to capture and store CO2 should be a key part of the global solution. Our Quest
project to capture and safely store CO2 from a Canadian oil sands facility is expected to be
completed in 2015. We are also planning a carbon capture and storage (CCS) facility at the
Peterhead gas-fired power plant in the UK (CEO AR 2014).
As opposed to biofuels, CCS is a technology clearly designed to promote the petro-industrial
architecture. By removing carbon from fossil fuels, it is future-proofing petroleum under a tightening
European climate regime.
However, the main operative engagement for ‘clean petroleum’, was Shell’s turn towards gas. This
came through clearly in the Chairman’s messages, for instance, in the 2012 and 2015 annual reports:
Natural gas, the cleanest burning fossil fuel, is central to our long-term business strategy. Shell
is a major supplier of natural gas that powers homes and businesses. In North America, we are
unlocking gas trapped in tight and shale rock formations. The dramatic increase in gas supplies
there, as a result of the shale gas revolution, has lowered prices and brought other advantages.
When used to displace coal in electricity generation, it could reduce CO2 emissions by about
half. Now the benefits of tight and shale gas are spreading to other parts of the world, such as
China, and we are at the forefront of this development (2012).
We have evolved over the last few decades from a company focused almost entirely on oil to
one of the world’s leading suppliers of gas, the cleanest-burning hydrocarbon. (Chairman’s
Message, 2015).
By linking Shell’s climate strategy strongly to gas, the company created a sustainable link between the
overarching petro-industrial architecture and the climate challenge. At least for the medium term, gas
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could be promoted as a ‘transition fuel’ allowing power generators to abandon more CO2 intensive
alternatives, such as coal and diesel.
The orientation towards gas and biofuel did not, however, reduce Shell’s engagement in traditional
petro-industrial projects that were the company’s major revenue-generators. In fact, Shell mobilized
to venture deeper into petroleum in technological frontier-areas, such as deep-water drilling and shale
oil, and planned ramping up future conventional oil extraction, including heavy oil.
As stated by the 2012 CEO letter:
First we have our upstream and downstream “engines”, which are mature businesses. They
generate much of our cash flow. We will continue to invest to keep them running smoothly and
to extract additional value.
Next we have our growth priorities, which are three areas of great opportunity for us in the
years ahead, thanks to our superior technology and innovation. They are integrated gas, deep
water and resources plays, such as shale oil and gas.
Finally we have future opportunities for the longer term, including the Arctic, Iraq, Kazakhstan,
Nigeria, and heavy oil. We also continue to ramp up our conventional exploration activities,
which we think is a cost-effective way of identifying new resources.
Like Shell, BP saw gas as the most tangible element in the petroleum industry’s climate mitigation.
However, as stated in the CEO’s message to shareholders in the 2009 AR, the core petro-industrial
script still remained very much in place:
First, we are improving energy efficiency in BP’s own operations through close performance
monitoring. We are also developing more efficient products such as BP Ultimate fuels and
Castrol lubricants. Second, we are promoting a greater role for natural gas as a key part of the
energy future. Gas is easily the cleanest burning fossil fuel and is efficient, versatile and
abundantly available. We are also including a cost of carbon in investment appraisals for all
new major projects to allow informed investment in fossil fuels and to encourage development
of the technology needed to reduce their carbon footprint. And finally, we are investing in our
low-carbon businesses.
In 2015 BP, along with other petroleum majors, stepped up its climate rhetoric. In the company’s
annual report, the CEO actively engaged with the Paris climate agenda, arguing for a price on carbon,
and pledging to engage with the UN in a petro-industrial climate initiative:
We also joined with BG Group, Eni, Reliance, Repsol, Royal Dutch Shell, Statoil and Total to call
on the UN and governments to put a price on carbon so that business and consumers of energy
can better work within frameworks that are clear. ……
We continue to support action to address the risk of climate change. Through the Oil and Gas
Climate Initiative – a business coalition that accounts for over a fifth of global oil and gas
production – we are sharing best practices and developing common approaches, such as the
role of natural gas, the lowest-carbon fossil fuel and on energy efficiency. (CEO 2015 AR)
Nevertheless, and in line with other petroleum majors, BP had just a couple of years earlier affirmed
its allegiance to the petro-industrial script and pointed out the need for a balanced approach:
Oil will continue to be BP’s prime focus, and we aim to extend our extraordinary track record
in finding and developing new resources. We will keep making selective investments in natural
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gas, with an emphasis on assets that generate good margins. And we will be selective in the
Downstream too, choosing to operate where our refining and marketing assets are connected
to attractive markets. (Chairman’s letter AR 2012)
The Norwegian state oil company Equinor (previously Statoil) followed much the same path as its
European petroleum peers towards clean petroleum. Its engagement in carbon reduction and
sequestration since the mid-1990s in the Sleipner West field in the North Sea gave it a special
opportunity for greening. Equinor could therefore anchor part of its ‘clean petroleum’ response in
lowering carbon in the world’s first commercial CO2 storage project (MIT 2021):
Measures have been implemented by Statoil over several years to limit carbon dioxide
emissions from its operations. Large volumes of this greenhouse gas are removed and injected
on the Sleipner fields. About a million tonnes of carbon dioxide are returned annually to an
underground reservoir. (CEO report 2000)
The addition of small portfolios of renewables had also become a part of the petroleum industry’s low
carbon solution, and this was also the case in Equinor/Statoil. In limited quantities, investments in
renewables would not jeopardize the petro-industrial architectural script, but could hold symbolic
value in an increasingly climate-focused world. Equinor thus established a section called “New Energy
Solutions” as one of its eight business areas in 2015, using its existing small offshore wind-portfolio as
a starting point (Equinor, 2016).
The perspective highlighted by Equinor’s top management is thus one of a win-win combination of
the main petro-industrial script and the “low carbon as clean petroleum” subscript. In this
combination, carbon reduction does not place significant curbs on further petroleum expansion,
which constitutes the core of its value creation:
… Statoil will leverage industrial strengths; operational excellence, world class recovery,
leading project delivery, premium market access and digital leader, to develop long-term value
on the Norwegian continental shelf, develop new growth options internationally and increase
value creation in the marketing and midstream business. (Chair 2017)
Responding to the climate challenge and preparing Statoil for a low carbon future is an
integrated part of the strategy. Concrete actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the
operations have been implemented, and we are taking further steps to gradually build a more
carbon resilient portfolio. (Chair 2017)
Even as late as 2018, the chair of the board continued to push strongly for the architectural petroscript:
Equinor has increased production and delivered a record high reserve replacement ratio during
2018. The reserves-to-production ratio is now almost nine years. Excluding the annual
production effect, the company added new barrels to its resource base and Equinor is well
positioned for future resource growth.
Total followed along the same lines as its petroleum peers, although the discord between its
conventional architectural petroleum script and the emerging pro-climate agenda was more openly
communicated, as evidenced by its 2011 annual report.
TOTAL’s activities lie at the heart of the two biggest challenges facing the world now and in
future: energy supply and environmental protection. The Group’s responsibility as an energy
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producer is to provide optimum, sustainable management of these twin imperatives (Total AR
2011)
The implementation of this dual vision was seen to be based on a model for sustainable growth
combining the acceptability of operations with a sustained, profitable investment programme which
included:
expanding hydrocarbon exploration and production activities and strengthening its worldwide
position as one of the global leaders in the natural gas and LNG markets;
progressively expanding TOTAL’s energy solutions and developing new energies to
complement oil and gas;
adapting its refining and petrochemical base to market changes, focusing on a small number
of large, competitive platforms and maximizing the advantages of integration;
developing its petroleum product marketing business, in particular in Africa, Asia and the
Middle East, while maintaining the competitiveness of its operations in mature areas; and
pursuing research and development to develop “clean” sources of energy, contributing to the
moderation of the demand for energy, and participating in the effort against climate change.
Total (2012b)
This dual script remained a theme throughout the following two Annual Reports and was then
gradually expanded in subsequent scripts from 2014 onwards.
The 2014 AR depicted TOTAL as integrated energy company that was gradually expanding into
biomass. It detailed the broad scope of the company a bit more than before.
Following the Paris agreement, the 2015 AR reflected a stronger climate engagement, as it referred
more specifically the two degree goal, and pledged to contribute:
This strategy incorporates the challenges of climate change, using the International Energy
Agency’s 2 degree scenario (459ppm) as a point of reference. TOTAL’s challenge is to
contribute to satisfying the demand for energy of the world’s growing population, while
providing concrete solutions to limit the effects of climate change. To do so the Group focuses
its action around several key points, including the development of gas and renewable energies.
Summing up both its ecological sustainability and its energy for development pledges, in 2016 TOTAL
launched its ambition to become ”the responsible energy major” which thereafter became a core
vision for the company, as in the 2018 AR:
Meeting the energy needs of a growing global population, providing tangible solutions to
contribute limiting global warming, adapting to new patterns of energy production and
consumption and changes to the expectations of customers and stakeholders constitute the
challenges that a major energy player like TOTAL can help to tackle.
To meet these challenges, TOTAL’s ambition is to become the responsible energy major by
contributing to supply to as many people as possible a more affordable, more available and
cleaner energy.
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4.1 THE CLEAN PETROLEUM BUSINESS MODELS
The clean petroleum business models mostly leaves the fossil fuel-based value chain intact, with green
cleansing added on to limit CO2 emissions in petroleum exploration and production. Even as late as
2020. the revenue streams of European petroleum majors were almost completely petroleum-based,
with little sign of renewables playing any substantial role (table 1).
Table 1 Revenue Streams for European Petroleum Majors3

Source: Company annual reports 2020.

The transition to gas, which was also central to the clean petroleum business model, apparently fared
better. However, after a successful shift in the first decade of the 21st century, the gas-transition
ground to a halt and the second decade saw little or no further development (table 2). Paradoxically,
this slowdown happened as the ‘clean petroleum’ rhetoric intensified.
Table 2: Transition to Gas Among European Petroleum Majors

Source: Rystad Energy, UCube (2021)

3

Equinor AR 2020: Will start reporting separate financial data from renewables Q1 2021. Shell AR 2020: No mention of financial reporting on renewables.

Total AR 2020: Financial data on renewables is integrated in the “Integrated Gas, Renewables & Power” segment, making it impossible to see revenue from
renewables. However: Q1 filing 2021: Renewables business brought in $148 million, out of $7.3 billion in company earnings (about 2%)
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/29/business/profits-surge-at-shell-and-total-reflecting-higher-oil-and-gas-prices.html
BP: Financial data on renewables is integrated in the “Gas & low carbon energy” segment, making it impossible to see revenue from renewables.
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The reduction of flaring has had some effect. In some countries like Norway, and the UK by mandatory
policy, and the renewables portfolio is more or less symbolic, as indicated in figure 4.
The most striking greening effect in the petroleum industry took place by the addition of biofuels
promoted through mandatory public policy. In 2008 the EU had a share of biofuel in transport fuels of
close to 4% (EEA 2017) with considerably higher levels in countries like Slovakia, Germany, Austria,
France and Sweden. This primarily affected the downstream part of the value chain (refineries and
retailing).
R&D engagements in carbon capture and storage/utilization (CCS/U) – and so-called blue hydrogen –
gradually also became part of the clean petroleum agenda, but only at the research level, with
implementation postponed to a distant future.

5 RADICAL TRANSITION TO ZERO CARBON
Following the ratification of the Paris agreement in 2016, BP together with other European petroleum
majors moved from climate-adjusted ‘business as usual’ strategies towards accepting the need for
more comprehensive transformative action. In 2019 and 2020 European petroleum-majors thus
announced transformative re-orientation that openly challenged the traditional petro-industrial
architectural script, and in some cases explicitly replaced it. Replicating EU policy goals, European
petroleum majors took on board zero CO2 emissions by 2050, and thereby declared a moratorium on
their traditional core business a few decades down the line. BP’s announcement came in spring 2020,
and the others soon toed the line.
In BP’s 2019 annual report, both the Chairman of the board and the CEO announced the change of
direction in euphoric terms:
We enter a new decade with a new company purpose: to reimagine energy for people and our
planet. We have also set a new ambition: to become a net zero company by 2050 or sooner,
and to help the world get to net zero. .. BP is now set for a future that is different to its past
(Chairman’s letter)
Reimagining and reinventing energy In February, we announced a new purpose for BP, and a
major reorganization to deliver our new ambition to be a net zero company by 2050 or sooner
and help the world get to net zero”(CEO’s letter)
Similar visions of a major shift out of petroleum came from the other petroleum majors. Equinor’s
top management declared that:
… The biggest transition our modern-day energy systems have ever seen is underway, and
Equinor is well positioned for the changes that need to take place… (Chair’s letter AR 2019).
… Equinor is committed to sustainability and recognize that the energy systems must go
through profound changes to meet the goals of the Paris-agreement. We know that the world
needs to reach net zero emissions as soon as possible and that we at the same time, must
provide enough energy to meet a growing demand…. (CEO’s letter AR 2019)
And Shell followed suit:
Shell has set challenging emissions targets. In 2020, we announced our target to become a
net-zero emissions energy business by 2050 in step with society. We intend to meet our
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customers’ demand for cleaner energy, keeping pace with society’s progress towards tackling
climate change”. (Chair’s Message, AR 2020)
We expect Upstream oil and gas production to deliver strong cash flows into the 2030s,
underpinning our returns to shareholders and helping to fund the low-carbon investments that
will transform Shell’s energy mix. (Chair’s Message, AR 2020)
ENI proclaimed that:
Eni is strongly committed to continue to play a key role in sustainability and innovation,
supporting social and economic development in all our activities. Today we are taking another
step forward in boosting our transformation. We commit to the full decarbonization of all our
products and processes by 2050….. (Introduction to the strategy section, from the CEO AR
2020)

5.1 ORGANISATIONAL REALIGNMENTS
Rescripting the petroleum industry out of the traditional petro-industrial architecture towards climate
compatibility was not only a matter of strategic re-orientation, but also of industrial organization.
In BP the radical transition was seen as “Reinventing BP”:
This performance is even more remarkable given that we have been carrying out the most
extensive reorganization in bp’s 112-year history. We have retired the upstream/downstream
business model that has served bp very well. In its place we have introduced a leaner, flatter
structure, stripping away tiers of management and lowering the workforce towards a target
of around 10,000 fewer jobs. My role is now five layers at most away from more than half of
our employees. That means people’s ideas and voices can be more easily heard – and decisions
taken much faster. (CEO letter BP AR 2020).
Also in Eni we see a reorganization out of the traditional petro-architectural script
….. in June 2020 we reshaped Eni’s organization by setting up two new Business Groups:
Natural Resources, which will maximize the value of Eni’s Oil & Gas upstream portfolio from a
sustainable perspective, with the objective of reducing its carbon footprint by scaling up energy
efficiency and the development of projects for the capture and storage of carbon dioxide, and
the Energy Evolution, which will focus on growing the businesses of power generation,
transformation and marketing of products from fossil to bio, blue and green. The two Business
Groups will work in synergy with the help of R&D and digitalization to implement Eni’s plans
and to achieve Eni’s decarbonization goals by 2050 (Letter to shareholders Chair and CEO 2020
AR Eni).

5.2 COMPENSATORY COMPROMISES
The petroleum majors have, however, cushioned their radical transition by interim arrangements,
designed to assure investors of continued economic returns. Total, for instance, has been cautiously
guarded and has integrated the net zero strategy into a wider production context:
Total’s strategy aims to transform itself into a broad energy company by profitably growing
energy production from LNG and electricity, the two fastest growing energy markets. The
Integrated Gas, Renewables & Power (iGRP) segment is driving the Group’s ambition in the
activities of the integrated gas and electricity chains, as well as the activities that contribute
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to carbon neutrality. The execution of a profitable growth strategy in these promising
businesses is helping to achieve the Group’s ambition to get to Net Zero by 2050 together with
society (Business overview, AR 2020).
Likewise, Shell’s top management sought to balance its zero-emission ambitions with revenuegenerating conventional production. The company has explicitly pointed out that this revenue is
necessary to finance the green transition:
We already have the kind of portfolio that other companies are trying to build. We can invest
where we will be competitive, for example, in integrated power, hydrogen and low-carbon
biofuels. We will also continue to supply oil and gas because the world will need both for years
to come. Our Upstream business will help give us the financial strength to invest in low-carbon
sources of energy (Chair’s Message, AR 2020).
In Equinor the balance was clearly established by a declared engagement for growth in petroleum:
Equinor continues to optimise the oil and gas project portfolio, with new projects to be
sanctioned in 2021-2022 having an average breakeven oil price of around USD 30 per barrel.
Based on this competitive portfolio, Equinor expects production growth in oil and gas (Chair’s
Message AR 2020)
While ‘clean petroleum’ was somehow consistent with the architectural script as a green subscript,
net-zero greening clearly transcends it. Taken seriously this transformative ambition presupposes
radically new roles for the petroleum industry going forward. In the first round, however, the net zero
turnaround remains proclamatory, with little concrete backing.

5.3 CONTRADICTORY LOGICS
As yet, the net-zero transition outlook remains a recipe for contradiction between two mutually
exclusive logics – a logic based on the traditional petro-industrial script on the one hand and a radical
vision of green transformation on the other, and where the emergent green initiatives at low volumes
are nowhere near bridging the two.
One indication of the contradiction is that the shift from oil to gas, announced under the ‘clean
petroleum’ agenda has not been reinforced under the net zero transition outlook. The gas share from
2010 and 2020 remains constant, or is only marginally increased in planned production for 2030 and
2040 (table 3):
Table 3: Transition to Gas Among European Petroleum Majors

Relative
share of gas
production
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040

Shell

BP

Total

Equinor

Eni

45 %
56 %
52 %
52 %
54 %

42 %
50 %
45 %
46 %
47 %

38 %
46 %
50 %
47 %
46 %

20 %
51 %
54 %
51 %
50 %

34 %
53 %
52 %
52 %
52 %

Source: Rystad Energy UCube (2021)

Furthermore, the renewables portfolios are more or less symbolic, and are envisaged to be minimal
for the coming planning horizon (10-15 years). As indicated in figure 4a, the renewables investment
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plans announced are between 20 and 50 GW. This entails only between 1.5% and 3.5% of total energy
production (figure 4b).

Figure 4 a and b: Projected Installed Renewable Energy Production in GWh(a) and as Share of Total
Production (b)
Source: Company annual reports, Rystad Energy UCube (2021)
For details on calculations, see Annex 1

Even if it is ramped up somewhat,4 the limited engagement in renewables is paralleled by extensive
investments in petroleum assets, according to the traditional petro-industrial script. While
proclaiming green transition the companies have still been launching large petroleum investments. In
2018, BP thus bought shale oil for $10.5 billion for most of BHP Billiton Ltd.'s onshore U.S. oil and
natural gas assets, its biggest acquisition in almost two decades (Sonali and Busso 2018). Equinor
acquired large shares in conventional exploration fields in Eastern Siberia (AR 2020). Shell acquired 50
percent interest in three Colombian deep-water oil and gas blocks in 2020 (Offshore Engineer 2020).
In 2018 Total acquired the Danish company, Maersk Oil’s portfolio of exploration and production
assets in the United Kingdom, Norway, Denmark, the United States, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Iraq, Algeria,
Brazil and Angola (Total 2018). Eni, through its majority owned North Sea vehicle, Vår Energi, in 2019
acquired ExxonMobil’s upstream assets in Norway, including more than 20 production fields, with a
production of approximately 150,000 barrels of oil equivalents per day (Eni 2019). Just to mention a
few examples.
The dominant petroleum revenue streams have apparently created a lock-in that prevents
consolidation of an integrated green script for European petroleum majors for decades to come. As
previously indicated in table 1, renewables are too insignificant to be specified, and the revenues are
heavily related to the classic petro-industrial business models
The continued expansion in petroleum, while half-way preparing for a transition to green energy,
deepens dualism, and petroleum industry thereby finds itself in a state of limbo with a fragmented
script and inconsistent practice (figure 5). This is obviously an unstable situation, indicating a
disruptive transition before novel consolidations can take place – Confer previous discussion on ‘A
Model of Sequential Transition, under section 2.

4

Equinor has, for instance, adjusted its goal of 12-16 GW installed capacity from 2035 to 2030
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Figure 5
Contradictions of the Green Transition Scripts
However, the internal contradiction within the petroleum industry reflects similar trends in the
external environment and the companies’ exposure to binary market signals. On the one hand, as
shown in figure 6, the oil companies’ continued investment in petroleum has not destroyed their
market value. The European petroleum industry can still, on average, show share prices which match
general industrial standards.
On the other hand, the share value of companies with renewables-based generation has risen
dramatically, but has also been characterized by boom and bust. There was a build-up before the
financial crisis, but then a dramatic downturn and a slow recovery, before a new late Covid-boom in
2020/21. Compared to renewables, the European petroleum majors have shown much more stable
share prices, in spite of the dramatic shift in oil prices.
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Figure 6: Petroleum companies compared to industry and green energy
Sources: Refinitiv Eikon, (2021 a). Data sample: ERIX, BP.L, EQNR.OL, RDsa.AS, TTEF.PA, ENI.MI, .DMIEU00000PUS. Retrieved
from: http://eikon.thomsonreuters.com/index.html

Against this background, the petroleum industry’s reluctance to radically reform its petroleum script
– not to speak of radically shifting from petroleum to renewable assets – is understandable. Having to
bridge shareholder expectations of a continuously rising share price revenue stream, and green
stakeholder and policy-pressure for green transformation, goes a long way to explaining the scripting
duality. These factors could also be drawn in, to account for the discrepancy between green
proclamations and continued fossil-based practice. So, until oil and gas prices plummet or CO2
emission allowances are substantially priced up, the market will give binary signals, and the dual
agenda, where companies explore both green and fossil options, will likely continue.
Nevertheless, the five European petroleum majors differ substantially in their share price
development, indicating that they may have varying motivations and resources to go green (figure 7).
At the bottom are the two largest, Shell and BP, with only around 50% share price increase over the
latest two decades. The low rating of Shell and BP could be seen in the light of the serious challenges
that have hit both companies. For Shell, conflicts over dumping the Brent Spar offshore platform at
sea in the late 1990s and then a protracted controversy over pollution from oil extraction in the Niger
Delta, have tainted the company’s sustainability profile for decades. In addition, there was
controversy over the company’s reserve estimates, which provoked enforcement action from US
authorities.
BP was faced with two serious accidents that tarnished the company’s reputation, burdened its
strategic capacity and also incurred large expenses. The first was the Texas City refinery explosion in
2005, killing 15 workers and causing 180 injuries. The second was the Macondo oil spill in the Gulf of
Mexico, considered to be one of the largest environmental disasters in American history. By contrast,
Total and Eni have performed considerably better, with between 200% and 300% share price increases
in the same period.
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Figure 7: Share Value Performance Among European Petroleum Majors
Sources: Refinitiv Eikon, (2021b). Data sample: BP L, EQNR.OL, RDsa.AS, TTEF.PA, ENI.MI. Retrieved from:
http://eikon.thomsonreuters.com/index.html

The leading position of Equinor, with over 500% growth in share value over the two first decades of
the 21st century, could possibly be ascribed to its favourable position in the North Sea under
Norwegian jurisdiction. While the company has suffered large losses in some of its international
investments, it has earned well at home.
On the one hand, these differences among the petroleum majors should imply that their gains from
remaining in the petroleum market vary, with Equinor leading, Shell and BP being less credited by the
stock market for their petroleum-based performance, and ENI and Total occupying a middle position.
On the other hand, a positive share price development also potentially provides the company with
more resources for industrial transformation.

6 FROM PROCLAMATIONS TO REALITIES?
In spite of the limited implementation of proclaimed green strategies in the initial two decades of the
21st century, there are signs that the 2020s may see a move from rhetoric towards reality by the
European petroleum majors. One factor behind this possibility is the Paris Agreement that has
unleashed a dynamic towards ever stronger climate commitments by EU members and other leading
industrial nations. A second factor is a new strategic approach by the environmental movement,
which has started to push proclamations into practice by taking governments and companies to court:
In a case brought to court by the Fridays for Future movement and other activists against the German
government, in April 2021 the country’s Constitutional Court ordered the government to present
detailed emission reduction measures towards its Paris commitments. This was so that the costs of
profound climate adaptation are not passed exclusively onto future generations.
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The legal channel has also been used to pressure companies to take climate action. In a case promoted
by Friends of the Earth Netherlands and a number of other CSOs in May 2021, a Dutch court ruled
against Shell and ordered the company to reduce CO2 emissions by 45% by 2030. This case shows that
the petroleum companies may also come under legal obligations to change their climate practice.
These initiatives come on top of a mounting support for green transition by public opinion, as well as
industrial actors. This also includes escalating pressure from funds and financial institutions to pull out
of oil, indicating increasing investor interest in a green transition. Parts of the financial sector – which
has traditionally been strongly share value-focused – have thereby increasingly come to also play a
greening role.
Given the rising pressure for green transition, how can the European petroleum industry move out of
oil and gas not only rhetorically, but also for real? Is it bound to experience Schumpeterian “creative
destruction”, and leave green transition to disruptor firms, in line with Christensen’s theory of
disruptive innovation? Or is there a case for a softer endogenous green transformation, where
resources, competencies and the technologies of the petroleum industry can be deployed in a novel
green direction? While there is – after a century of ties to fossil feedstock – reason to fear the former,
there are also opportunities for the latter, as illustrated by two front-runners in green transition out
of petroleum, the Danish firm Örsted and the Finnish company Neste.

6.1 TWO EXAMPLES
As opposed to the petroleum majors, these two front-runners are already deeply into the transitionprocess. However, they have anchored their greening strategies in very different parts of the
petroleum value chain. Ørsted started with a combined upstream, midstream and downstream
engagement, but ending up with a dominant upstream focus, while Neste has focused downstream
on refining and retailing. And they have approached greening through diverse means: Ørsted through
acquisitions and divestments, and Neste progressing along a path of organic growth.

6.1.1 Ørsted/DONG
Ørsted (previously DONG) went through the transition from petroleum to renewables in three major
steps. In a first step it broadened beyond petroleum into an energy company through several
acquisitions of electricity companies which brought it large wind power assets but also several coal
plants. Following a period of parallel expansion of petroleum, coal and renewable assets, the company
turned towards strong green transition, divested its petroleum portfolio and concentrated on
renewables. In a third step it started divesting its downstream electricity business in order to fully
focus on upstream offshore wind. Seen through the lens of top management’s strategic
communication the story of DONG’s evolution from petroleum to renewables is as follows:
Expanding in Petroleum
Starting out as a as a state-owned gas supplier with exclusive rights to the Danish market, DONG,
sought to expand upstream, to broaden its control of the value chain in line with the classic petroindustrial script. The company’s upstream engagement included both extended access to Danish
petroleum resources, but also involved securing foreign upstream resources as the limited Danish
reserves were depleted. In the 2006 annual report, the CEO thus flagged that:
DONG Energy is also investing in gas and oil exploration, both in the Danish and the Norwegian
sectors of the North Sea and in the area between the Shetland Islands and the Faroe Islands
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Adding on Electricity
Side by side with the upstream oil and gas expansion, DONG also sought to redefine itself as a broader
energy company. This broader script was delineated already in the preface to the 2002 annual report.
Based on a desire for constantly increasing value addition in the Group, we plan to develop our
business activities at all levels of the value chain within the energy sector. In particular, we will
work for greater integration of the electricity and natural gas activities in the Danish energy sector
in the coming years.
The strategic moves towards an integrated energy company were symbolically underlined by adding
‘Energy’ to DONG, which thereby became ‘DONG Energy’, proudly announced in the preface to the
2006 annual report.
Divesting Petroleum and Going Green
However, the dual engagement in petroleum and green electricity was hard to maintain in the long
run and eventually led to divestment of the company’s fossil portfolio, as announced in the Chairman’s
statement in the 2017 annual report:
Over a period of 11 years, Ørsted has been transformed from a Danish utility company based
on coal, oil and gas to an international energy company based on green energy. In 2017, we
decided to phase out our use of coal by 2023, and we divested our oil and gas business. We
also guaranteed our Danish residential customers that the power they receive from us is
generated by offshore wind farms. With the decisions we made in 2017, we completed our
strategic transformation from black to green energy.
The same year, DONG Energy changed its name to Ørsted thereby symbolically leaving its petroindustrial past behind. The letter in the 2018 report crowned this development, and launched a radical
green script:
As one of the global leaders in green energy, we are committed to providing tangible and
scalable solutions to transform global energy systems from black to green.
By 2025, more than 99% of our energy generation will come from renewable sources,
Specializing in Upstream Offshore Wind
Finally, Ørsted went on to reinvent itself as an upstream renewables company by exiting downstream
electricity. As announced by the Chair in the 2020 report:
This year, we divested our downstream retail customer and power distribution businesses,
which marks another big step in the renewable energy transformation. Our vision is a world
that runs entirely on green energy. Ørsted wants to partner with countries and companies,
helping them to leave fossil fuels behind, and in 2020, we saw a breakthrough for
comprehensive long-term green power purchase agreements.
6.1.2 Neste
Starting out as a Finnish petroleum refiner, Neste turned itself into a multi-feedstock bio-refiner with
advanced engagements in various bio-feedstocks, and also crossed over into the circular economy
with waste-based refining. The company has kept up its petroleum refining and retailing as part of its
business model, thereby bridging the fossil and renewable energy spectrum.
Neste’s evolution from petroleum to biofuel, seen through the lens of top management’s strategic
communication, runs as follows:
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The company was founded in 1948 as the State petroleum company of Finland to ensure the
availability of refined fuels in the country. In the 1960s and 1970s, Neste branched out into oil and gas
exploration and production, and also entered into the chemical industry, and in the 1980s the
company added engagement in service station operations. In 1998 Neste merged with the power
company, Imatran Voima Oy, creating Fortum Oy. However, the oil business was later demerged from
Fortum, becoming Neste Oil Corporation in spring 2005.
Flagging a Combined Strategy
Central to Neste’s positioning as an independent company was building up a position as a quality
oriented clean crude oil refiner, with a focus on gasoline, jet fuel, and diesel fuel, and the ability to
produce these products from heavier crude.
…..our future success will be based to an important extent on using our refining expertise to
produce cleaner traffic fuels from lower-cost feedstock (CEO, AR 2005).
However, Neste also engaged forcefully with renewable fuel, right from its new start. The construction
of a new biodiesel plant based on proprietary technology at Porvoo, was therefore started already in
2005 (AR 2005).
The company thereby combined the traditional petro-industrial script, with a clean petroleum angle,
with a renewables transition script. This joint strategy was based on developing its traditional
strengths in oil refining, and growing as a producer of premium-quality renewable diesel.
Our key investment projects – the Diesel Project and our new biodiesel plant – will bring our
product offering even better in line with demand. Both of these facilities are designed to
produce the type of diesel fuel that the European marketplace in particular is increasingly
looking for (CEO, AR 2005)
As a downstream/midstream refinery focused company, Neste could front these two scripts without
major contradiction. On the contrary, without upstream positions of its own, Neste could tap into biofeedstock as a new diversification opportunity providing increased independence from upstream
petroleum vendors.
World Class Biofuel Supplier
Stepping up its renewable capacity extensively, Neste built two large renewable diesel plants in
Singapore and Rotterdam which were completed in 2010 and 2011. In so doing Neste took a step
towards becoming a world class biofuel player. However, its biofuel engagement was not
uncontroversial. The company was challenged by the debate on the sustainability of palm oil, which
constituted the major part of Neste’s biofuel feedstock.
Equal Surplus from Petroleum and Renewables
While Neste’s biodiesel volumes still lagged considerably behind the company’s sales of fossil diesel,
biodiesel was far more profitable. And already in 2013 Neste could present operating profits from
renewable fuels more or less on par with oil products (€273 million vs €280 million) in spite of very
different revenue shares (61% for oil and 13% for renewables) (AR 2013)
Maturing as a Green Player
The change of name in 2015 – dropping ‘Oil’ to become just ‘Neste’ – symbolically marked the shift in
bias that had been taking place in the company, from a ‘clean petroleum’ oriented conventional
refiner towards a novel biofuel refiner based on non-fossil feedstock. As the CEO remarked in the 2015
annual report:
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The name change illustrates how we are looking into the future and going forward. We are
still a refining company, but also much more besides. Services and renewable products provide
us with more added value and make us stand out from our competitors. Our growth objectives
are also related to other products based on renewable materials, such as biochemicals and
bioplastics.
As the treaty entered into force in 2016, Neste proclaimed the Paris Agreement to be one of the most
important factors affecting its operations and the entire industry over the next few years and decades
(AR 2016). The renewable product-logic had by then become the main script, while the fossil feedstock
script was left in the background.
We are heading towards our next stage of growth, where our renewable products will play a
key role (CEO review, Annual Report 2016).
Global Sustainability Leader
In 2019 Neste boldly declared its ambition to become a global leader in renewable and circular
solutions. The company continued to be the world’s largest producer of renewable diesel produced
from waste and residues, but also ramped up its renewable jet fuel production capacity and built new
business around renewable polymers and chemicals. In addition to these, the company explored ways
to introduce liquefied waste plastic as a raw material for new plastics and chemicals (AR 2019).
6.1.3 Green Frontrunners with Higher Share Value
The green transition of Örsted and Neste has been remarkable, not only in what they have achieved
in a limited time frame, but also because it has resulted in extraordinary value creation. As can be seen
from figure 8, since Örsted was listed on the stock exchange in 2016 both it and Neste have enjoyed
significantly better share price development than their former petro colleagues.
Profit levels also followed the same pattern (figure 9). While the five petroleum majors saw falling
return on average capital employed (ROACE) from 2011 to 2014, Örsted and Neste, following a
downturn since 2010 for Örsted, started increasing profitability from 2012, and have experienced
growth rates way beyond the petroleum majors since 2014/2015. Like the rest, the two front-runners
saw extensive drops in profitability in 2019 and 2020, but have remained much more profitable in
2020, especially Örsted. The stronger fall in profitability for Neste compared with Örsted may have to
do with the former’s stronger exposure to transport markets.
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Figure 8: The Five Largest Petroleum Companies Compared to Neste and Örsted
Sources: Refinitiv Eikon, (2021 c). Data sample: BP.L, EQNR.OL, RDsa.AS, TTEF.PA, ENI.MI, ORSTED.CO, NESTE.HE. Retrieved
from: http://eikon.thomsonreuters.com/index.html

Figure 9: Return on Average Capital Employed (ROACE)
Sources: Company Annual reports 2010-2020.
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BUSINESS MODELS FOR RADICAL TRANSITION
The two front-runner examples show that while there are – after a century of ties to fossil feedstock
– reasons to be anxious about strong fossil lock-in for petroleum companies, there are also
opportunities for green transition. In fact, it may be argued that there are anchors for the latter in the
very core of the petro-industrial design.
Firstly, the petroleum industry commands extensive resources. It represents one of the largest
industrial clusters of the modern economy and can draw on large financial resources, advanced
technological competences, and high capability for complex project management. These are resources
that may be deployed for green transition.
Secondly, the petroleum industry encompasses a rich array of specialized functions and capabilities
that provide anchors for distinctive green strategies, some of them illustrated in the two case
examples above. To mention but a few:
• The upstream segment, which consists of exploration, development and production of oil and gas,
is characterized by high risk and high capital and technology intensity. This segment can draw on this
expertise in offshore wind, as in the Örsted case, but also in other alternatives such as subsea mining
or advanced offshore fish farming.
• The midstream segment, which is responsible for processing, transport and storage of crude oil and
natural gas, and involves pipelines, tankers, railways and car transport, can also be used to establish
infrastructure for carbon capture and storage. This can solve climate challenges for the process
industry and municipal waste management, as well as provide CO2 free gas for hydrogen production.
Or a petroleum company may use its midstream logistics competency as a basis for the circular
economy.
• The downstream segment, which includes refining crude oil for consumer goods and marketing to
commercial and personal end users. This segment may undertake green conversion, for example,
through the transition to biorefining, as in the Neste case. This is often in collaboration with customers,
such as the pilot projects for jet fuel with the aviation industry.
Some of the most obvious business models for green transition for petroleum industry, building on
existing resources and capabilities are: transition to biofuel, blue hydrogen with CCS/U, and transition
to green electricity, summarized in figure 10.
As illustrated by Neste, the biofuel model builds centrally on extended downstream refinery
competencies, likely in combination with end-user sales through petrol stations converting to biofuel
sales through increasing biofuel admixture, and biochemicals to substitute petroleum-based products
in both domains. Upstream, biofuel draws on novel feedstocks, beyond petroleum, and is therefore
especially attractive to petroleum companies that are weakly endowed with petroleum reserves.
Biofuel/biochemistry offers interesting challenges to midstream petroleum actors, as it involves
building up alternative supply chains for feedstock, while maintaining much of the regular
downstream distribution logistics.
The green electricity model, illustrated by Örsted, may build on petroleum upstream resources and
competencies, where, for instance, large scale offshore wind-farms share many characteristics with
offshore petroleum production. In transition to green electricity, petroleum industry may seek entry
into midstream electricity grid operation, and further down to electricity distribution, as did Örsted,
through mergers with Danish electricity industry. However, in this respect Örsted was in a special
position, as a vehicle for its Danish state – to integrate energy industry under national control. In many
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cases engaging in midstream and downstream electricity operations may involve challenges too far
from core competencies.
The blue hydrogen model is possibly the business model that allows green transition, while leaving
much of the gas-part of petroleum industry intact, especially if it controls attractive reservoirs for saft
carbon storage. This model creates a long-term future for gas as a source for hydrogen production,
given that carbon sequestration and storage can reach competitiveness under a combination of
technological learning and rising costs for carbon emissions. The question is therefore how fast the
learning curves will come down, and to what extent there is policy commitment to follow up on the
policy side of green transition.

Figure 10: Business Models for Radical Transition – Superimposed on the Classical Petro-industrial
Architecture
The three generic models for green transition of petroleum industry represent only some of the most
obvious alternatives in a process that will surely involve further experimentation, not the least
because the greening of the petroleum industry is taking place in the context of other drivers of change.
Digitization and ‘slimming’ have already taken place in the oil industry to meet low oil prices and
challenges from supplier companies that are emerging as competitors. Green transition in response
to climate pressure now intertwines with this development and could lay the ground for extensive
industrial change.
Firstly, former supplier companies are grabbing new green opportunities to enhance their position as
industrial players vis-à-vis traditional petroleum majors. To take the Norwegian Aker as an example,
the former shipyard and oil-service company, is now a holding company that has scaled up in
petroleum, in partnership with BP under its subsidiary Aker BP, while also entering the renewables
sector in its subsidiaries Aker Horizons and Aker Solutions (Aker 2021).
Secondly, as the green transition introduces new technologies, materials and supply chains, we are
seeing extensive industry slippage between the petroleum sector and a number of other sectors that
are in the process of creating a new industrial landscape.
In the electricity industry, which is also undergoing radical climate change, large companies such as
EON and RWE have been split up. Here, new digital and customer-focused green units have been
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separated from traditional production units with remaining fossil and large-scale power production
(Midttun and Piccini 2017).
Thirdly, we are now seeing an incipient reorganization in the oil industry as well. BP has thus
announced the most comprehensive reorganization in the company's 112-year history and has ‘retired’
its traditional business model with a focus on upstream / downstream divisions. Eni has established
two new business groups: for “natural resources”, and for “energy development”, respectively, where
both groups have a reduction of the carbon footprint as a key goal.
We are therefore likely to see a novel industrial terrain, where petroleum industry as we know it will
undergo a major transformation, but where the resources, competencies and technologies from
petroleum will constitute important part of the equation.

7 EUROPE IN A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
Much of the proclaimed green transition of the European petroleum industry has been driven by
Europe’s political aspiration to climate front-runnership. Europe’s Green Deal is highly ambitious and
builds on a long European climate policy tradition. The region has been a key promoter of binding
emission reduction for industrial nations under the Kyoto process and was integral in establishing
nationally determined targets under the Paris Agreement. In addition, Europe has pioneered a
comprehensive multinational emission trading scheme to support green transition.
These policy-initiatives, together with the professed policy goal of net zero CO2 emissions by 2050,
exert a stronger pressure on industry for emission reduction in Europe than in other parts of the world.
US Ambivalence
The USA, in comparison, has had a much more ambivalent climate policy position. The country signed
the Kyoto protocol under the Clinton presidency but it did not pass Senate ratification. Under the
Obama presidency it signed the Paris Agreement, but pulled out under the Trump administration, only
to re-enter the agreement under President Joe Biden. Biden has established a National Climate Task
Force to boost climate action.
In line with nation’s political ambivalence, the American petroleum industry has generally taken a less
radical approach to climate policy than its European peers:
ExxonMobil (2021) has followed a ‘clean petroleum’ approach, with a focus on methane reduction, a
general reduction of greenhouse gasses, and a reduction in flaring intensity5, but without seriously
challenging the core petro-industrial script.
Similarly, Chevron has also taken a moderate greening approach, where continued mainstream
petroleum remains the strategic core. Under the heading “Moving Toward a Low-Carbon Future”, the
company focuses on “real action over the next five to ten years, rather than broader promises over

5

The plans are to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions by around 30% by 2025. In 2021 the company has
established a new business unit, ‘Low Carbon Solutions’, that will initially focus on CCS (ExxonMobil AR 2020,
2021).
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the long term” in what it terms a “higher returns, lower carbon” strategy (Chevron Annual Report
2020)6.
The US petroleum major that comes closest to European style green transition is ConocoPhillips, which
in its “Climate Risk Framework for Energy Transition” has ambitions to achieve zero emissions for
Scope 1 and Scope 2 by 2050 (ConocoPhilips Annual Report 2020, 2021)
Russian Lack of Climate Practice
Russia, like the USA, has been highly ambivalent with regards to climate action. While the country has
signed all UN climate treaties, including the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the
Paris Agreement, observers point out how the country is glaringly absent from international climate
leadership (Safonov 2021). Russia’s Energy Strategy 2035, which was adopted in June 2020, therefore
bares little sign of climate policy. In line with this, Presidential Decree 666 of November 4, 2020, “On
GHG emission reduction,” appears to set a new aim of lowering emissions by 30 per cent compared
to 1990 levels by 2030. However, as the volume of greenhouse gas emissions in 1990 was at an alltime high, this benchmark allows Russia’s carbon emissions to rise by 40 per cent and still remain
below the target threshold (Climate Action Tracker 2021).
Gazprom reflects the Russian policy position, and has been heavily focused on a conventional
petroleum agenda of providing “reliable, efficient and balanced supply of natural gas, other energy
resources and their derivatives to consumers” (Mission Statement Gazprom 2020 AR). Within this
framework Gazprom has subscribed to a ‘clean petroleum’ agenda, with gas as its main focus7.
Rosneft, although loaded with a much heavier oil-portfolio than Gazprom, has highlighted the
climate agenda more powerfully, within a ‘clean petroleum’ paradigm. The Chairman’s letter (exGerman Chancellor Gerhard Schröder) is mostly dedicated to greenhouse gas issues. It commits to
reducing upstream emissions intensity by 30%, cutting methane emissions intensity to below 0.25%,
and achieving zero routine flaring of associated petroleum gas . Rosneft has also considering
stepping up the use of underground storage facilities in depleted fields for carbon capture,
utilisation and storage (CCUS). This also includes using existing infrastructure for gas capture.
Furthermore, the company has an aim of unlocking the carbon capture potential of Russia’s forests
by 2035 through a massive reforestation and ecosystem preservation programme. The above
ambitions have not, however, prevented expansive engagement in new production. During 2020,
Rosneft has continued with its large-scale exploration programme, discovering three of the world’s
largest oil and gas fields (Rosneft, 2021 CEO letter AR 2020).

Lukoil has followed its Russian peers in retaining the basic petro-industrial architecture also over the
long term: “In the long run, the hydrocarbons will continue to be an important part of the global
energy mix and an essential feedstock for consumer goods” (CEO’s letter 2020). Nevertheless, Lukoil
has defined its mission as being a “responsible producer of hydrocarbons”. This means “supplying the
6

This strategy includes: reducing carbon intensity (or emissions per unit of production) from traditional oil and
natural gas exploration and chemical processing; increased use of renewable biofuels; and increased
investment in advanced technologies such as hydrogen energy and carbon capture, use and storage (CCUS).
The company also announced that it would end routine flaring by 2030.
7
The chairman thus presents its new gas-pipelines (TurkStream and Nord Stream) as “Low Carbon Footprint”
provision of “reliable and green energy”. Similarly ramping up gas supplies to China via the power of the
Siberia gas pipeline are portrayed as a way of reducing greenhouse gas emissions from the country’s massive
coal powered energy sector.
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global economy with the most efficient fossil fuel based energy while focusing on reducing its carbon
footprint” (Lukoil 2021, CEO’s letter, AR 2020). However, while Lukoil has basically stayed within the
‘clean petroleum’ paradigm, top management has also made overtures to net zero perspectives: “We
fully share the ambition to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 for the controlled emissions. Currently
we do not see a sufficient set of efficient tools to deliver this result, but we will continue looking into
this matter and will actively participate in creating the necessary conditions to address it.”, (Lukoil,
2021 CEO letter AR 2020).
Saudi Arabia Adjusting to the Climate Agenda
In line with Russia, Saudi Arabia’s massive dependency on oil exports dictates a ‘clean petroleum’
approach to the climate challenge. The country has been trying to exploit its prime quality petroleum
resources under maximum carbon reduction to become the preferred source of petroleum in a climate
constrained world. The Saudi government plans to reduce emissions annually by up to 130 MtCO2e in
2030 given the “robust contribution from oil export revenues to the national economy”. However,
analysts claim that in a “high export” scenario, Saudi emissions would nevertheless increase by
approximately 158% above 2010 levels by 2030, or 680% above 1990 levels (Climateanalytics 2021).
In addition to ambitions to boost renewables, Saudi Arabia aims to reduce carbon emissions by
working with other Arab states on a “Middle East Green Initiative” to plant an additional 40 billion
trees, in what would be the world's largest reforestation programme. Thereto comes Energy minister
Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman’s plans to develop green and blue hydrogen projects. In this matter a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed with the German Economic Affairs minister
establishing cooperation on hydrogen.
Saudi firm Aramco is closely mirroring the Saudi climate strategy. The recently partly privatized
company is leveraging its low upstream carbon footprints, seeing itself as one of the survivors in a
climate constrained petroleum market. Top management has signalled that Aramco will focus on a 4R
framework of reducing, reusing, and recycling carbon products, as well as removing harmful emissions
from the air. This includes investing in carbon capture, utilization, and storage technologies, such as
conversion of gas to hydrogen while capturing the CO2 (Saudi Aramco AR 2020).
China Moving into ‘Clean Petroleum’
As opposed to petroleum exporting countries such as the US, Russia and Saudi Arabia, China shares
with Europe the fate of being a net import region. Nevertheless, until recently China’s growth
ambitions have trumped its climate measures. Therefore, in less than two decades China has moved
up to become the world’s second largest economy and largest CO2 emitter. However, climate has
climbed up the agenda of the leadership’s policy priorities, and as a result, China has become a leading
supplier not only of industrial goods, but also of green technologies, such as renewable energy and
electric vehicles. And policy is consistently voicing green perspectives. At the general debate of the
75th session of The United Nations General Assembly in September 2020, China unexpectedly
announced a goal of becoming carbon-neutral by 2060 and revised the goal to hit peak emissions
before 2030 (changed from around 2030) (Heggelund 2021, MfA-China 2020).

Sinopec (2021), China’s largest supplier of oil and petrochemical products and a major oil and gas
producer, reflects the duality of China’s industrial and climate policy. The company’s dominant
orientation rests with the classic petro-industrial architecture, with a much weaker ‘clean petroleum’
subscript. The climate orientation gets support from top management in the Chairman’s report which
confirmed that the firm has “proactively responded to global climate change, vigorously developed
clean energy, and implemented an energy efficiency improvement campaign and a green enterprise
action plan”. While explicitly lining up with China’s “14th Five-Year Plan the chair promises that the
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Company will work hard to implement ‘green and clean’ as part of its major development strategies,
and growth in new energy, new materials and new economy”. In the report of the board of directors,
climate is mentioned as a risk factor (Sinopec AR 2020).
Petrochina (2021), China’s second petroleum major, barely mentions climate concerns from top
management. The chairman’s report reflects the classic petro-industrial script without any explicit
climate focus. In the director’s report, however, climate is discussed as a risk of serious concern: “A
number of international, domestic and regional agreements restricting greenhouse gas emission have
been signed and become effective. If China or other countries in which the Company operates take
more stringent measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the revenue and profits earned by the
Group may reduce”. However, concrete measures to counteract the risk are not outlined.
The greening strategies are largely left to its 80% state owner, China National Petroleum Corporation,
which promotes a classic petro-industrial script, but with more input of ‘clean petroleum’. In its 2019
AR, the CNPC chairman thus states that the company has been actively involving in the national efforts
to fight the battle against air pollution. He also promises that the corporation will promote the
development and use of new and alternative energies. However, in a highly ambivalent statement he
promises to speed up building a diversified and fossil fuel-centred green development landscape.”
(Petrochina AR 2019).

Concluding Reflections
Compared to other regions, Europe and European petroleum majors remain fairly unique in
proclaiming serious engagement for a net-zero carbon emission scenario in 2050. For Europe as a
region, this makes good sense, as it is vastly under-supplied with petroleum resources of its own.
Exiting petroleum thus enhances security of supply, as well as strengthening trade balances.
In this respect society’s interests and those of the petroleum companies diverge. Most of the
European petroleum majors have roots going back to Europe’s colonial period and access to reserves
in former colonies. In this sense they were European mainly in an administrative sense, except for
pipelines and distribution systems. This divergence invites the divestment of petroleum resources to
more petroleum-friendly regions, and transformation to ‘green growth’ operations at home.
Other regions such as Russia, the USA, the Middle East, are surplus regions, where regional political
interests are more aligned with continued petroleum extraction. The more cautious ‘clean petroleum’
approach that allows continued petroleum production is therefore the prevalent mode. Reserves
presently held by European petroleum majors abroad will therefore likely be exploited, but by other
actors, as they take over assets divested by European firms.

MATCHING SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Given the urgency of the climate challenge, and the massive CO2 emissions from fossil fuels, the
pressure on the petroleum industry to undertake green transition would seem highly justified.
However, greening the European petroleum industry will have little climate effect, unless it is followed
by reduced petroleum consumption. While a European petroleum company may clean its CO2 balance
sheet, by divesting its petroleum assets, it gets us nowhere in terms of climate mitigation if petroleum
extraction is transferred to another, less profiled brand that goes under the radar, while there is no
reduction in consumption. Many would see Örsted’s/DONG’s divestment of petroleum resources to
the petrochemical company Ineos in this light. And Ineos was not the only potential buyer. Reuters
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(2017) reported that several private equity funds8 had shown interest in acquiring Örsted’s petroleum
resources.
The DONG divestment is not unique, Reuters’ market watch features numerous cases. Just to mention
a few (Reuters 2021):
•

In 2017, Royal Dutch Shell (RDSa.L) sold North Sea assets to Chrysaor, backed by Harbour
Energy, an investment vehicle of EIG Global Energy Partners, in a $3.8 billion deal.
• Engie (ENGIE.PA) sold its exploration and production business, including North Sea assets, to
Neptune, backed by private equity funds The Carlyle Group (CG.O) and CVC, in a $3.9 billion
deal.
• In 2021 Exxon agreed to sell its non-operating interest in its UK and North Sea exploration and
production assets to private-equity fund HitecVision for more than $1 billion.
• The same year Cairn Energy (CNE.L) agreed to sell its stakes in British fields Catcher and Kraken
to private equity firm Waldorf Production for $460 million.
• Also in 2021, Tailwind, a private oil producer backed by commodity trader Mercuria, agreed
to buy BP’s stake in the Shearwater oilfield.
In addition, come divestment to other petroleum companies outside of Europe.
The climate effect will only be realised if supply and demand are reduced in tandem. In this respect
public policy initiatives are crucial. The biofuel demand for admixture is an instance of demand-driven
green transition, which has fostered extensive technological and commercial responses from industry,
such as in the Neste case. Demands for moratoria on fossil fuelled cars are another example9. A
pushback from the consumption side would take away the market for petroleum and force a reduction
on the production side and avoid greening through asset swaps without CO2 reduction. Similarly, a
reduction of gas-based heating and power generation would also be necessary for climate effects to
occur.
The good side of the story, though, is that with proper incentives the green transition of petroleum
industry may find multiple anchors within the petroleum value chain, and massive resources to
mobilize behind it. However, for this to happen the petro-industrial script must be dramatically
transformed, a task that has only just begun. The consolidation of new scripts is currently in the making
but remains mostly proclamatory and out of touch with dominant business models and revenue
streams. In this respect business meets politics, which also features large gaps between declarations
and realities. The consolation is that hypocritical proclamations often attract demands for
accountability and may, in new scripting cycles, drive action. With civic pro-climate mobilization
through the courts as in the German and Shell cases, continued inertia will be increasingly difficult to
maintain.

8

including EIG Global Energy Partners, as well as exploration company Cairn Energy and oil and gas firm DEA,
controlled by Russian billionaire Mikhail Fridman,
9
More than 50% of oil consumption is in the transport sector. And here we are also facing radical change. In
its' Sustainable Development Scenario ', the IEA's Global Electric Vehicle outlook' expects an exponential
development, with a 30% growth rate, a ban on fossil car sales in a number of countries towards the end of
2020, and an electric car share of 12% of the world car fleet in 2030.
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ANNEX 1
DETAILS ON CALCULATIONS BEHIND FIGURE 4
Renewable energy production volumes relative to total energy production are calculated based on the
petroleum companies reported plans for GW capacity and reported GWh renewable production
volumes in 2020 (1), Rystad Energy’s estimates for petroleum production (2), and IEA conversion
equivalents (3). The estimated future GWh renewable production are based on 2020 capacity
efficiency, these efficiency levels might increase.
(1): Company annual reports
(2): Rystad Energy uCube estimates, February 2021
(3):
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/dbc69ca6-bbbe-4fde-8cfa81e4abe02b8b/statistics_manual.pdf
Example calculation of Equinor’s 3.52% relative renewable production in 2035:
Variables:
GW capacity 2020 = 0.75 GW
GWh Renewable Production 2020 = 1 662 GWh
Equinor GW capacity goal 2035 is 12-16 GW, Average = 14 GW
Increase in GW capacity from 2020 to 2035 = 18.67 times higher
Estimated annual barrels of petroleum production (boe) in year 2035 = 535.7 million barrels
1 tonne of oil equivalent (toe) = 7.33 boe
1 million toe (Mtoe) = 11 630 GWh
Calculations:
Estimated renewable GWh production in 2035: 1 662 GWh*18.67 = 31 024 GWh
Mtoe petroleum production converted to GWh: 73.1 Mtoe*11630 = 850 000 GWh
Renewable GWh production relative to total energy production:
31 024 GWh / (31 024 GWh + 850 000 GWh) = 3.52%
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